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happy GIS Day!

“be here now”



  

structure
1. Care & Feeding of Your Data

2.The Right Tools

3.A Tiny Little Example



  

unless you collect it or 
commission it,
data is in the 
wrong format



  

be kind to your 
metadata 



  

the undead Shapefile
$ ls -1 
Danube_GSGS_Grid.*

Danube_GSGS_Grid.cpg

Danube_GSGS_Grid.dbf

Danube_GSGS_Grid.prj

Danube_GSGS_Grid.qpj

Danube_GSGS_Grid.shp

Danube_GSGS_Grid.shx

● it's a file made up of 
lots of files

● based on a mid-80s 
database format

● too many limitations 
to name

● will! not! die!



  

the colossal GeoTIFF

new boards of canada album
or

geotiff of scarborough
?

● extends the already 
baroque TIFF image 
format

● sometimes has aux files
● easily broken with 

graphics tools
● likely the biggest files 

you'll ever see



  

check your licences
can I even publish this?

will it blend?
➔ not all open data has compatible licences
➔ even Ontario municipalities aren't compatible
➔ spend all of your project budget on IP lawyers



  

heid nip 1: map datum
Are we at

UTM 17T 629490 4833953
or

UTM 17T 629477 4833731 ?

⇒ “yes …”



  

heid nip 2: projection



  

heid nip 3: charset
I â™¥ UTF-8

vs

I  UTF-8♥



  

be kind to everyone
(not just metadata)

If you have wrangled a difficult public data set 
and won, please write up how you did it



  



  

visual or batch?

© OpenStreetMap contributors

{ "crs" : { "type" : "name", "properties" 
: { "name" : 
"urn:ogc:def:crs:OGC:1.3:CRS84" } }, 
"type" : "FeatureCollection", 
"features" : [ { "geometry" : 
{ "coordinates" : [ [ [ -79.39423, 
43.64751 ], [ -79.39409, 43.64715 ], [ 
-79.39452, 43.64707 ], [ -79.39466, 
43.64742 ], [ -79.39463, 43.64745 ], [ 
-79.39427, 43.64753 ], [ -79.39423, 
43.64751 ] ] ], "type" : "Polygon" }, 
"type" : "Feature", "properties" : 
{ "name" : "The Capitol Building" } } ] }



  

qgis



  

gdal and ogr
GDAL reads raster data 
and:
➔ scales, warps, re-

projects, clips, tiles, 
sharpens, merges, 
convolutes and munges†

➔ saves in pretty much 
any raster format you 
need

OGR reads vector data and:
➔ scales, translates, 

warps, queries, 
simplifies, re-projects, 
clips, and hits with a big 
stick†

➔ saves in pretty much 
any vector format you 
need

†: not a term officially recognized by the OGC.



  

even lower level tools
● proj.4 – the reprojection standard
● fiona – python vector data import library
● shapely – python geoprocessing library
● openrefine – unruly data tamer
● unfolding – beautiful interactive maps for 

Processing 2.n ⚠  



  

example:

war diaries



  

the data
20 Dec 43
The regiment, supported by 'C' Squadron, The Three Rivers Tank 
Regt, advanced under a barrage on a two Coy, two Troop front at 
1200 hrs today. The start line was astride the ORTONA road 100 
yards forward of the crossroads at MR 322142. After very heavy 
fighting the regiment reorganized as follows: 'B' Coy the general 
area MR 333164, where liaison was established with 'C' Coy of the 
Seaforth H of C who had fought their way up the coast road; 'D' 
Coy to the northwest of 'B' Coy astride the main road; 'C' Coy at 
MR 328158; 'A' Coy and Bn Hq at MR 332160. …

— War Diary, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, vol. 50 (Dec 1943)



  

modified british grid
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decoding the grid
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result = SEARCH(letter, 
"VWXYZQRSTULMNOPFGHJKABCDE")-
1
easting = result MOD 5
northing = INT(result / 5)



  

the map

Map CC-BY-NC, McMaster University Library



  

the map details



  

georeferencing …



  

the magic of proj.4 …



  

the data, transformed
MR X Y Label

322142 732200 914200 1943-12-20 - Start
333164 733300 9164001943-12-20 - B Coy
328158 732800 9158001943-12-20 - C Coy
332160 733200 9160001943-12-20 - Bn Hq



  

in historical context



  

in modern context



  

credits
➔ YOU — for showing up
➔ OpenStreetMap 
➔ McMaster University Library
➔ The Taunton Press, Inc / finewoodworking.com
➔ The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum
➔ Thierry Arsicaud, echodelta.net
➔ GIS StackExchange
➔ Malcolm Hamilton
➔ All the GIS developers who can do hard sums

so we don't have to
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